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including two reprints during the Soviet era (1936-40 and 1957). Some statements 
made by Miss Duddington show her to be an outsider to the field of folklore. For 
example, her statement, "Much [folklore] material has been gathered and published, 
but probably much still remains as oral tradition," is devoid of any sense. Inferences 
about the Russian national character—the Russians' wonderful staying power, their 
great fortitude in facing suffering and death, and their nonresistance—made on the 
basis of certain tales of magic, have hardly any validity, since these tales are 
international. It is true that folklore can illuminate certain national traits, but the 
clarification of such insights requires painstaking comparative research, as Miss 
Duddington herself finally admits. 

FELIX J. O I N A S 

Indiana University 

T H E DICTIONARY OF EXCEPTIONS TO RULES OF RUSSIAN GRAM
MAR. By Sigrid Schacht. New York: American Elsevier Publishing Co., 
1968. xxvi, 196 pp. $9.50. 

This dictionary is intended to relieve the reader of having to memorize the "irreg
ular" forms of the twenty thousand most frequently occurring words in Russian. 
"Irregular" forms or "exceptions" are taken to be those forms manifesting any 
sort of alternation that might frustrate identification with the dictionary form. Thus 
XOJKy, OTIJA, BfiJT, and BEflY are considered "irregular" in the face of "regular" 
forms such as XOJI.HTB, OTEII, and BECTH. The reader is advised to memorize the 
"regular" basic paradigms and to rely on the book for the rest. 

From a linguistic point of view such a notion of irregularity is absurd; there 
are perfectly good general rules governing transitive softening (A ~ JR, T ~ H, 
C ~ HI, etc.), fleeting vowels, and consonantal substitution or truncation, and these 
are mentioned in most modern handbooks and grammars. This book, however, is 
designed neither for linguists nor students, the author's recommendations notwith
standing. Rather it is intended for the linguistically naive reader with a scanty 
knowledge of Russian grammar who is interested only in reading, not in speaking 
or producing actual forms. 

For such a reader the author is probably correct in segmenting nominal, verbal, 
and adjectival endings from an orthographical rather than phonological perspective. 
Her basic paradigms contain "hard," "soft," and "mixed" declensions, the last con
cerned with the written representation of vowels after velars, hushings, and the 
affricate U,. Linguists, of course, recognize a single set of endings underlying each 
of the traditional declensions of nouns and adjectives. The vowel at the beginning 
of an ending can be represented orthographically by "hard" or "soft" vowel letters 
indicating the hardness or softness of the preceding paired consonant, for example, 
kdmnat-a / KOMHATA, nedel-a / HEftEJTfl. It is probably easier for the reader under 
discussion to learn two sets of endings, "hard" and "soft," since it facilitates seg
mentation into stem and ending. But the author only confuses the unsuspecting 
reader by mixing orthographical and phonological segmentation and thereby pro
duces a motley and inconsistent set of paradigms. 

The stem for 'week' is given (p. xiii) as HE^EJ], to which the soft feminine 
nominal endings are added, thus nominative singular HE^EJIjfl, accusative singular 
HEJJEJIJIO, and so forth. Inexplicably the genitive plural stem is given as HEflEJIB] 
with a zero ending instead of the expected HEflEJTJB. Schacht's presentation is char-
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acterized by a vacillation between the two kinds of segmentation: nom. sg. EHO-
-rPA$H]fl, gen. pi. EHOrPA$H]H, but gen. sg. MY3E]fl, nom. sg. MySEB]; gen. sg. 
HACTJH, but inst. sg. *IACTB]IO. And how does the author justify including the soft 
sign with the stem in ^ACTBjK), but with the ending in PBIE]Bfl (p. xviii) ? 

Schacht is incorrect in saying that TPETHS (p. vii) and adjectives like PBIBHB 
(p. xviii) decline like soft adjectives. They inflect according to the pronominal 
pattern in which the nominative and nonoblique accusative (ace. T4 gen.) take the 
short (nominal) endings and the oblique cases take the long (adjectival) ones. A 
fleeting vowel, namely *, is manifested in the adjectives when the ending is 0 ; see 
the masculine singular examples below: 

NOM. t r e t i j+0 TPETH0 r ib i j+0 PBIEHH cej-r-0' ^EH 

ACC. I t t 
GEN. tretj+ovo TPETBEIX) ribj+ovo PBIBBErO cj+ovo ^ E r O 

In her attempt to eschew morphological rules, the mastery of which would 
render unnecessary most of the "irregular" forms in the book, Schacht has not 
entirely freed herself from linguistic considerations, and therein lies the inconsis
tency of her analysis. She would do well in a second edition to reshape the system 
upon which the book is based according to strictly orthographical principles, thus 
ensuring a consistent picture for the intended audience of linguistically untrained 
users. 

MICHAEL S. FLIER 
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